Radio Holland introduces Sailor 6248, successor to successful RT-2048

The renowned VHF Sailor RT-2048 VHF that has been in the market since 1987 and of which more than 100,000 units have been sold, is reaching its end of life. Radio Holland, Sailor distributor in The Netherlands and several other countries around the world, now introduces its successor, the Sailor RT-6248 VHF, which will become available in the second half of this year.

The Sailor 6248 VHF will include all the well-known, reliable features of the Sailor RT-2048, and more. This non-class VHF is based upon the new Sailor 6222 VHF DSC Class A. Amongst others, the Sailor 6248 will include both the Sailor Replay function and the LAN option for ThraneLINK, a uniform communication protocol that connects all Sailor equipment in a network. The Sailor 6248 will be a solid, innovative replacement for the highly regarded Sailor RT-2048 VHF.

Service, Support and Spare parts

The Sailor RT-2048 will be supported by Radio Holland for another six years, which means that spare parts will be available and repairs can be offered until April 2017.

About Radio Holland

Radio Holland is a specialized company in the supply, installation, integration and service of maritime electronics and is also known as connectivity provider. Radio Holland represents a wide range of internationally renowned manufacturers and continuously focuses on electronic & functional innovations in Communication, Navigation and Automation equipment. Radio Holland is known for its 24-hour service on the spot. Many ship owners around the world use the services of Radio Holland to maintain and repair the equipment on board. Radio Holland is part of Imtech Marine B.V., a leading group of companies in the global maritime market, operating as full-service provider and system integrator of tailor made, innovative technology solutions covering the whole ship. Imtech Marine is a leading company in the global maritime market, operating as a full-service provider and system integrator of tailor-made,
innovative technology solutions covering the whole ship. Imtech Marine specialises in automation (platform and bridge), navigation & communication including connectivity, energy and drive solutions, HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) solutions and fire protection technology, entertainment, lighting and maritime services. Imtech Marine provides innovative systems and reliable services during the full lifetime of the ship.

Radio Holland enjoys a high reputation worldwide as an all round maritime electronics specialist. More information: www.imtechmarine.com; pr@imtechmarine.com.